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about AIM
AIM consists of:
■

Over 300 AIM Fellows and Scholars – all leading academics in their fields…

■

Working in cooperation with leading international academics and specialists
as well as UK policymakers and business leaders…

■

Undertaking a wide range of collaborative research projects on management…

■

Disseminating ideas and shared learning through publications, reports,
workshops and events…

■

Fostering new ways of working more effectively with managers and policymakers…

■

To enhance UK competitiveness and productivity.

AIM’s Objectives
Our mission is to significantly increase the contribution of and future capacity
for world class UK management research.
Our more specific objectives are to:
■

Conduct research that will identify actions to enhance the UK’s international
competitiveness

■

Raise the quality and international standing of UK research on management

■

Expand the size and capacity of the active UK research base on management

■

Engage with practitioners and other users of research within and beyond the
UK as co-producers of knowledge about management
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AIM research themes
Current AIM research projects focus on:
UK productivity and performance for the 21st century.

How can UK policymakers evaluate and address concerns surrounding the UK’s
performance in relation to other countries?
National productivity has been the concern of economists, government policymakers,
and corporate decision-makers for some time. Further research by scholars from a
range of disciplines is bringing new voices to the debates about how the productivity
gap can be measured, and what the UK can do to improve the effectiveness of UK
industry and its supporting public services.
Sustaining innovation to achieve competitive advantage
and high quality public services.

How can UK managers capture the benefits of innovation while meeting other
demands of a competitive and social environment?
Innovation is a key source of competitive advantage and public value through new
strategies, products, services and organisational processes. The UK has outstanding
exemplars of innovative private and public sector organisations and is investing
significantly in its science and skills base to underpin future innovative capacity.

Adapting promising practices to enhance performance
across varied organisational contexts.

How can UK managers disseminate their experience whilst learning from others?
Improved management practices are identified as important for enhancing
productivity and performance. The main focus is on how evidence behind good or
promising practices can be systematically assessed, creatively adapted, successfully
implemented and knowledge diffused to other organisations that will benefit.
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executive summary
The recent recession, the deepest downturn since the Great Depression, along with
other events, such as the takeover of UK firm Cadbury, by Kraft, the US food giant,
has cast the spotlight on the UK manufacturing industry.
The impact of the recession on the manufacturing sector has been profound.
In the last quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009, for example, commentators
described the situation as desperate. With recent economic data suggesting that
China’s manufacturing output is already growing again, while India’s manufacturing
sector appears to have weathered the recession remarkably well, as the balance
of economic power shifts to the East, what is the future for the once great UK
manufacturing industry?
In late 2009, the Advanced Institute of Management Research (AIM) and the
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manufacturing
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Confederation of British Industry (CBI) convened a forum to explore the future
of UK manufacturing. Four questions were discussed: How are UK manufacturing
firms currently faring, given the global economic downturn? What strategies are
UK manufacturing firms adopting to ensure that they are well placed to cope with
the economic upturn? What role will services play in the future of UK high value
manufacturing? What role can Government and the University sector play in
supporting UK manufacturing, now and in the upturn?
From the responses of the senior representatives attending from business, academia
and the policy community, it became clear that there is considerable misunderstanding
about modern manufacturing in general and manufacturing in the UK in particular.
We have crystallised this misunderstanding into ten ‘myths of manufacturing.’
Myth 1: There is a single homogenous manufacturing sector – Not true
Manufacturing is a highly heterogeneous sector, covering a variety of industries
from textiles to metals, wood manufacturing to aerospace, and pharmaceuticals to
electronics. It can be differentiated in many ways: high and low volume production or
product diversification, long and short life-cycle products, or mass-market versus niche
products. It differs across industries, firms in the same industry, even across business
units and divisions in the same firm. Therefore, we need better ways of defining and
thinking about manufacturing and Government policies which are aimed at enhancing
the performance and competitiveness of manufacturing. These should take into
account industry, firm and product-specific characteristics.
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Myth 2: The UK does not need manufacturing – Not true
Manufacturing adds £150 billion per annum to the economy, generates half of all
UK exports, directly employs three million people, and accounts for three-quarters
of business R&D. From 1997 to 2007, labour productivity in manufacturing increased
by 50%. We need manufacturing for national security, for sustainability reasons, for
the development of new technologies. We need to stop talking up the idea that we

Achieving a
manufactured
output
involves
R&D, design,
marketing,
distribution,
service and
support.

can survive as a service economy alone, and start investigating how manufacturing
and services can coexist, or even integrate with one another.
Myth 3: Manufacturing is production – Not true
Forget the Dickensian image of workhouses and cotton mills, smoking chimneys,
and dirty factories, or the 1970s picture of striking car plant workers. In today’s
business landscape, manufacturers are inventors, innovators, supply chain managers
and service providers, as well as producers. Achieving a manufactured output
involves R&D, design, marketing, distribution, service and support. Definitions
of manufacturing should cover the various activities that need to be coordinated
and performed in order to deliver a physical product, as well as encompassing its
increasingly global, inter-connected, multi-partner and multi-business elements.
Myth 4: Value only lies in products – Not true
Complementary services required to support the physical product throughout
its lifecycle, from systems configuration and purchasing to operations, maintenance,
replacement and disposal, are increasingly important. Industry trends suggest that
the manufacturing industry as a whole must place substantial economic value in
complementary non-production functions, services in particular. Firms should consider
innovation approaches that might provide a more sustainable advantage, focusing
investment on exploiting technologies and developing new business models in
areas that might best address the provision of services related to their products.
Myth 5: Only developed economies, such as the UK, can and will pursue
high-value manufacturing – Not true
Emerging countries are moving up the value chain. For example, China is
concentrating efforts on the development of high technology industries including
aerospace, electronics, communication equipment, and consumer products. Indian
and Chinese firms have begun acquiring strategically important firms from developed
countries. China is one of the most R&D intensive countries in the world. Firms in
the UK must respond by constantly adapting their business models, product offerings,
processes and service systems in order to stay competitive by delivering higher
value manufacturing.
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Myth 6: To capture value, we must retain all our R&D in the UK – Not true
R&D internationalisation comes with a set of potential benefits. These investments
provide access to new markets, encourage knowledge spill-overs, and help decrease
R&D associated costs. The UK must build international R&D networks to improve
knowledge identification and accumulation, increase the flow of intellectual capital into
the UK, and help UK firms adapt their product offerings to the needs and demands of
foreign customers. Technology and innovation policies should encourage and enable UK
companies to access and benefit from the technologies and ideas of other countries.
The UK’s innovation strategy must be set within a global context, investing in
innovation and R&D, both in the UK and overseas.
Myth 7: Manufacturing capabilities can be acquired and developed quickly
– Not true
Whilst it is true to say that some elements, such as specific technical assets and
skilled workers, may be acquired through an open market, there’s an incorrect view
that the ability to develop sustainable value-creating manufacturing strategies is purely
related to the availability of such resources.

Effective delivery of valuable products and services invariably involves the existence
of difficult-to-trade and difficult-to-replicate knowledge assets and requires resources
which are simultaneously valuable, rare, inimitable and not substitutable. Therefore,
manufacturers must avoid focusing solely on short-term performance goals, and
reliance on easily acquired market capabilities. Instead, they should invest in unique
hard to replicate assets, metrics, operations and practices which have the greatest
potential to generate profitable growth when the economy recovers.
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Myth 8: Manufacturing is low skilled – Not true
Modern manufacturing environments are often vibrant fast moving places, involving
the application of scientific principles, new technologies and the latest management
thinking. They are best thought of as complicated systems involving highly trained
people, advanced machines and complex materials working together efficiently and
effectively. It requires a highly educated, skilful and increasingly mobile workforce,
which UK industry, Government and educational institutions need to work together
to provide. This is necessary to prepare for the global economic upturn.
Myth 9: We know what skills we need for the future – Not true
The reality is that the manufacturing skills base is currently in flux. The danger is
that universities and other institutions grow out of touch with the needs of the
employers. On-going training is increasingly vital. Training policies need to include
all types of employers and employees, and training requirements must be
communicated to educational institutions, professional training institutions
and Government departments.
Myth 10: Government’s primary roles are to procure wisely and bail out failing
companies – Not true
The UK Government may engage in sensible procurement and bailing out failing
companies. However, there is also a strong need for proactive steps to be taken
by the Government to help the UK maintain R&D, engineering, and manufacturing
capabilities, sustain innovation, recognise the nuanced view of manufacturing,
take account of the specific needs of manufacturing industries, and facilitate the
emergence of new industries.
The Government must constantly monitor the economic conditions for manufacturing
in the UK, making proactive interventions wherever and whenever necessary; which
includes prioritising spending on R&D investment, training and education.
In short, we must not take the perpetuation of these ten myths lightly. It is essential for
the future of UK manufacturing and the UK economy that these myths are dispelled,
and the implications of such widespread misconception addressed.
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introduction
It is well over a year since Lehman Brothers bank collapsed and the global economy
plunged into the deepest recession since the Great Depression. The impact of the
financial crisis has been profound not least in the manufacturing sector. In the last
quarter of 2008 and the first quarter of 2009, commentators described the situation
as desperate. With customers using up inventories, rather than buying new goods,
demand plummeted by over 40% in some sectors of the economy. Only in the final
quarter of 2009 were there early signs of recovery, with some countries coming out
of recession, accompanied by warnings about the possibility of a double dip recession.
The question remains: how has UK manufacturing fared during this period and what
is the future for manufacturing in the UK? The most recent economic data suggests

Only in the final
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coming out
of recession…

that China’s manufacturing output is already growing again, while India has weathered
the recession remarkably well. Yet in the UK, experts have only just called an end to
the recession, arguing that the country’s economy will remain very fragile throughout
2010, even into 2011.
It is clear that the balance of economic power is shifting to the East. By 2050, Goldman
Sachs predicts, the world’s three largest economies will be China, the USA, and India,
followed by Japan, Brazil and Russia. The UK will be in 7th place.
What does this shift in economic power and activity mean for manufacturing in the UK?
Will this help or hinder the UK’s recovery? We already know that UK manufacturers
cannot compete on the basis of cost alone, but instead have to innovate to deliver
higher value products and services. How sustainable is this strategy? Will other
countries – most notably China and India – be willing to settle for low value work?
In late 2009, the Advanced Institute of Management Research (AIM) and the
Confederation of British Industry (CBI) convened a forum to explore the future of
UK manufacturing. Attended by senior representatives from business, academia
and the policy community, participants in the forum discussed four questions:
■

How are UK manufacturing firms currently faring, given the global economic downturn?

■

What strategies are UK manufacturing firms adopting to ensure that they are well
placed to cope with the economic upturn?

■

What role will services play in the future of UK high value manufacturing?

■

What role can Government and the University sector play in supporting
UK manufacturing, now and in the upturn?
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AIM Scholars working with participants at the forum captured the discussions that
these questions provoked. A common theme that emerged was that many people
do not understand modern manufacturing. Indeed there are a number of popular
misconceptions – the ten ‘myths of manufacturing’ – which need to be addressed.
The rest of this report expands on these myths, highlighting their implications for the
business, academic and policy communities.
The ten myths of manufacturing are:
Myth 1 – There is a single homogenous manufacturing sector
Myth 2 – The UK does not need manufacturing
Myth 3 – Manufacturing is production
Myth 4 – Value only lies in products
Myth 5 – Only developed economies, such as the UK, can and will pursue
high-value manufacturing
Myth 6 – To capture value, we must retain all our R&D in the UK
Myth 7 – Manufacturing capabilities can be acquired and developed quickly

Myth 8 – Manufacturing is low skilled
Myth 9 – We know what skills we need for the future
Myth 10 – Government’s primary roles are to procure wisely and bail out failing
companies
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the ten myths of manufacturing
Myth 1: There is a single homogenous manufacturing sector
It is often assumed that there is a single homogeneous manufacturing sector.
In fact, manufacturing covers a wide variety of industries ranging from textiles
to metals, wood manufacturing to aerospace, and pharmaceuticals to electronics;
and the UK has a manufacturing strategy that pays scant regard to the inherent
heterogeneity of manufacturing.
There are many different ways of thinking about manufacturing firms and their
products. For example, manufacturing can be differentiated with regards to high and
low-volume production, high and low product diversification, long and short life-cycle
products, mass-market versus niche products, and industrial, capital and consumer
market segmentation. Manufacturing industries also vary considerably in their sources
and supply of technological and innovation opportunities; while the introduction of
new discoveries is rapid and frequent in some industries (e.g. pharmaceuticals and
electronics), others (e.g. wood manufacturing) display limited potential for innovation.
Although such variations are often masked by aggregate statistics for the
manufacturing sector as a whole, industry-specific data reveal important differences.
The level of economic activity for manufacturing as a whole has remained relatively
stable in the last decade up until the recession (see Figure 1). Output has increased
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for the food and chemical industries (see Figure 2). By contrast, as Figure 3 indicates,
the level of output in such sectors as textiles and leather has decreased significantly
over time.
Intriguingly, the impact of the recent economic downturn has been extremely varied
as well. The CBI’s Industrial Trend Survey results show that, while the chemicals and
food and drink sectors experienced only one quarter of very negative results, most
of the other sectors have been more badly affected by the recession and have gone
through at least two or three quarters of deep losses.
Figure 1 – Gross value added; total manufacturing (£ million; current basic prices)
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Source: The data have been obtained from the office for national statistics (ONS)
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Figure 2 – Gross value added; food and chemicals (£ million; current basic prices)
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Figure 3 – Gross value added; textiles and leather (£ million; current basic prices)
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Variations in economic and innovation performance can be observed not only across
different industries, but also across firms in the same industry (i.e. intra-industry
differences) and even across business units and divisions in the same firm (i.e. intrafirm differences). Similar differences exist between larger and smaller manufacturing
businesses. For instance, recent empirical findings for the UK indicate that while
larger manufacturing firms profit considerably from their own innovative efforts
and R&D investments, smaller firms are better able to benefit from external ideas
and technologies.
The fact is that manufacturing is a highly heterogeneous sector. Consequently,
we need a better way of defining and thinking about manufacturing – particularly
when considering interventions designed to help the sector. Manufacturing should be
thought of in more disaggregated ways that better reflect what is actually going on.
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Accordingly, the development of Government policies aimed at enhancing the
performance and competitiveness of manufacturing should take into account industry,
firm and product-specific characteristics. Our understanding of how these factors
influence the impact of policies is limited, and research institutions should assist
by shedding some light on these issues.
Myth 2: The UK does not need manufacturing

There is a
common myth
that the UK
does not need
to make
products.

There is a common myth that the UK does not need to make products. Instead, the
UK can become a pure service economy, buying manufactured products from other
countries, such as China and India, which will produce them for us more cheaply.
This myth is based on a misunderstanding of the importance of manufacturing to the
UK economy. It assumes that the sector is in decline and will eventually disappear,
whereas official statistics suggest that this is not the case.
In fact:
■

Manufacturing adds £150 billion per annum to the economy

■

In 2007, before the recession, manufacturing output reached an all-time high

■

From 1997 to 2007, labour productivity in manufacturing increased by 50%

■

The manufacturing sector generates half of all UK exports

■

Although the numbers have decreased, manufacturing still directly employs
three million people and increases employment indirectly by creating related
jobs in other sectors (e.g. trade, distribution and services)

■

Manufacturing accounts for three-quarters of business R&D which, in turn,
contributes to society’s stock of scientific knowledge

■

The UK is the sixth-largest manufacturer in the world with a strong position
in key industries (e.g. aerospace)

The risk is that, by giving credence to the idea that we can survive on the service
sector alone, we might allow manufacturing to decline to the point where its direct
contributions to the UK economy, as well as the country’s capability to develop new
technologies, are lost. An absence of manufacturing might easily lead to: a hollowing
out of the UK economy, decreasing the nation’s absorptive capacity; further reliance
on other countries; and eventually, a spiral of decline.
There are also more prosaic reasons why the UK needs manufacturing. For example,
national security requires a defence industry. Protecting the security and well-being
of UK citizens through a military deterrent requires that the UK retains national control
of its defence systems and equipment. A domestic manufacturing capability, therefore,
is integral to the UK’s ability to maintain its national security directly and indirectly,
and reduce the dependence on the manufacturing expertise of other nations.
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Other sectors, such as foods, deal with highly perishable goods. Hence local
production can be a necessity. Buying increasing amounts of manufacturing goods
from abroad also means more questions about the environmental impacts of shipping
products around the globe. In a world challenged by global warming, local production
of goods might become more economical, as well as socially desirable.
Those who promote the myth that we don’t need manufacturing, often fail to
recognise the fact that many services are dependent on manufacturing. For instance,
manufacturers are major clients of many professional service firms, such as
consultants, accountants, lawyers and educators. A quick look at the FTSE 100
reveals a significant proportion of trading takes place in firms involved directly
or indirectly in manufacturing.

In a world
challenged by
global warming,
local production
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The fact is, we cannot simply survive on a service economy alone. The UK needs a
balanced economy, receiving appropriate contributions from, and providing support to,
both manufacturing and services. Examining how manufacturing and services can sit
side by side, and indeed increasingly integrate with one another, is a priority area for
future practice, policy and research.

Myth 3: Manufacturing is production
Historically, the discussion and measurement of manufacturing has been carried out
in the context of factory-floor operations. The concept of manufacturing has often been
interchanged with production; indeed manufacturing is usually defined as the act of
transforming raw materials into finished goods. Therefore, many people assume that
manufacturing is effectively the same as production and they see the major activities
of manufacturing as the tasks of production (e.g. the cutting, grinding, fabrication,
and assembly of materials). In doing so, they ignore all the activities and decisions
that occur upstream and downstream in manufacturing.
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One of the reasons manufacturing is so strongly identified with production is down to
the way manufacturing has been presented in the media, from the traditional view of
Dickensian like workhouses and cotton mills, to the 1970s image of car plant workers
going out on strike.
We have encouraged and reinforced a perception of manufacturing as unchallenging,
repetitive, mundane and unprofessional. For example, a recent engineering survey
conducted by the Engineering and Technology Board (ETB) in September 2009 found
that only 12% of 11-16 year olds currently claim to have some knowledge of what
engineers do, and a worrying 49% of 7-11 years olds think it would be boring to be
an engineer. Manufacturing has an image problem which is causing major difficulties
for companies who wish to attract and retain talented people.
Yet there are many reasons to believe that manufacturing does not equate solely
to production. For a start, in today’s business landscape, manufacturers need to be
inventors, innovators, supply chain managers and service providers – in addition to
producers. Even if production is the defining activity of a manufacturing company,
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achieving a manufactured output inevitably requires a much broader set of activities
involving R&D, design, marketing, distribution, service and support. Secondly, looking
beyond the firm and national boundaries, globalisation is profoundly affecting the way
value is created and captured along the manufacturers’ supply chain.
If manufacturing equated solely to production, then only production would be
gravitating towards countries of lowest overall cost. However, it is not just production
moving beyond UK national boundaries. Globalisation means that the associated
financial capital, goods, information, know-how and people, as well as production,
are relocating in manufacturing networks spread across the globe.
To capture these new directions a wider definition of manufacturing is required.
This definition has to cover the various activities that need to be coordinated and
performed in order to deliver a physical product and place manufacturing activities
in a wider societal context. In addition, the revised definition should consider its
increasingly global, inter-connected, multi-partner and multi-business elements.
As Figure 4 indicates, these involve, according to the publication Defining High Value

Manufacturing, by the Institute for Manufacturing at Cambridge University, the full
cycle of activities from research and development, through design, production,
logistics and services within an economic and social context.
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Figure 4 – Definition of modern manufacturing
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Myth 4: Value only lies in products
There’s a myth that the value of manufacturing resides solely in the product and
production outputs of a manufacturer. Following this to its logical conclusion would
mean all manufacturers orientating their competitive strategies towards generating
higher performance products and production processes being delivered at lower
overall costs.
By perpetually attempting to be the first on the market, and having the best-in-class
product, producers may easily be led to over-design their products and production
systems, ending up with something that the end-customer neither wants nor values.
Additionally, the greater the technological content of the products, the more patenting
and intellectual protection becomes necessary to lock out competitors, and this
often means diverting significant financial and managerial attention away from the
core business.
In short, the risk of an overly product-centric manufacturing strategy is that
manufacturers may lose focus of what their customers actually value, and become
distracted by engaging themselves in benchmarking races against one another, suffer
excessive complexity in their operations and experience repeatedly shrinking margins.
This myth prompts an obvious question: are manufacturing companies actually forced
to focus their strategic thinking exclusively on products, or could a wider focus be
more beneficial? Indeed, there appears to be sufficient evidence that the entire range
of manufacturing activities, rather than those just directly relating to production, can
contribute to value creation and hence become a source of positive differentiation
from competitors.
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In some contexts, such as those related to the production of highly complex and capital
intensive technical assets (e.g. military facilities, airplanes, production machines),
customer value is moving away from the products and the production function towards
the overall range of complementary services required to support the physical product
throughout the lifecycle, from systems configuration and purchase to operation,
maintenance, replacement and disposal. This is becoming increasingly true for
domestic consumer markets, where commoditisation of products and technologies
is diffusing through industries and value added is more and more likely to come from
the ability of companies to address the overall set of customer needs around the
purchased product.

Understanding the value of service elements
Manufacturing firms that understand the value of having an associated service
element with their product have been able to achieve very attractive revenues,
although questions have been raised about why these revenues have not always
been accompanied by increased profits.
Xerox, for example, has strategically restructured itself as a document solution
company, offering technologically updated printers and printing systems, and
management of documents for the client, together with consulting and outsourcing
services. With a sales turnover of £5 billion per year services currently represent
almost 40% of the company total sales turnover and are expected to contribute
to over 50% of corporate revenues in the next 2-3 years.
In the jet aircraft arena, General Electric (GE) has been able to sustain strong growth
and profitability in the face of cutthroat competition by becoming a provider of complete
power solutions. It has complemented its jet selling business with a portfolio of
activities that buyers need in order to get engine power for their vehicles. These include
financing for the purchase, as well as the operational and maintenance services to
guarantee availability and performance.
Similarly, Apple’s iPod/iTunes business is combining the sales of a very attractive
physical product with digital services that allow customers to purchase their own
choice of music online. Since 2002, Apple has sold over 206 million iPods and, perhaps
even more impressively, has seen over one billion songs downloaded from its iTune’s
Music store, and the number of application downloads beginning to follow a similar
successful trend. Clearly customers value this product-service system, and it also
allows Apple to capture significant value.
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Industry trends suggest that manufacturing industry as whole will have to place
substantial economic value in complementary non-production functions, services
in particular. Even without the competition from low-cost economies, opportunities
for new product sales may decrease. There are two main reasons for this. Firstly,
legislation such as the end of life directive for the disposal of electronic products,
means that the life-spans of products are extending in many industries.
Environmental regulations and sustainability concerns are leading to an increase in
re-manufacturing and re-use practices, plus strategies for increasing the intensity
of use during the product lifecycle. Secondly, the recession means customers are
cutting back on purchases, and extending the useful life of products by upgrading
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rather than replacing them.
Overall, it looks like the myth of equating manufacturing to production has led to
people thinking too narrowly about value creation and value systems. Given the
recession and the history of manufacturing during the last century, manufacturers
are well aware of the need for innovation in order to compete. However, they should
consider innovation approaches that might provide a more sustainable advantage
by reflecting changes in customer needs and desires.

Manufacturers should focus investment on exploiting technologies and developing
new business models in areas that might best address the provision of services
related to their products, as it seems this is where future revenues in manufacturing
will lie.
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Myth 5: Only developed economies, such as the UK, can and will pursue
high-value manufacturing
There is a myth that companies from developed nations, such as the UK, can
successfully undertake high value manufacturing, whilst companies from emerging
economies, such as China and India, do not possess either the capabilities or desire
to do so. In other words, it is implicitly assumed that emerging countries will remain
the world’s production workshop, and that firms from less developed economies will
not succeed in moving up the value chain.
Recent empirical evidence challenges this perception, though. Emerging countries
do not intend to stick with low value adding manufacturing; they are moving up the
value chain. For example, China is concentrating its efforts on the development
of high technology industries including aerospace, electronics, communication
equipment, and consumer products. Similarly, India and Brazil are rapidly expanding
their automotive industries. Furthermore, Indian and Chinese firms have started to
expand their operations abroad and begun acquiring strategically important firms from
developed countries. For example, India’s Tata Motors acquired Jaguar Land Rover
and Lenovo – a Chinese firm – bought the PC division of IBM.
A rapidly growing share of the world’s total R&D is now undertaken in emerging
economies. Although China, for instance, was initially a low-cost source of unskilled
labour, it is now a host for the research and development laboratories of high-tech
multinational enterprises. Approximately $86 billion was spent on R&D in 2006,
making China one of the most R&D intensive countries in the world. The presence
of such R&D capabilities is enabling emerging countries to enhance the innovation
performance of their industries and acquire foreign frontier technology.
The large number of engineering graduates produced by these emerging economies
also significantly assists in further strengthening the development of their innovation
capabilities. Empirical findings support this view, indicating that many manufacturing
industries in emerging economies shift over time from an imitation strategy to
practices that place more emphasis on their own R&D and technological capacity.
Furthermore, the weak intellectual property laws in emerging countries lead to spillover effects that often originate from the knowledge that foreign investors bring with
them. These spill-over effects, in turn, enable local firms to update their production
techniques, improve their organisational processes, and allocate their resources
more efficiently.
As a result the myth that developing economies will stick to low value manufacturing
raises some important corollary questions:
■

How are developing economies achieving R&D capabilities so quickly, and what
can UK firms do to protect their technological discoveries from imitators?

■

What will the UK (and other developed economies) do once developing economies
have built their capability for high value manufacturing?

■

What role should the UK Government play?
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In summary, it is important to recognise that high value manufacturing is not a
destination, but a race between nations and firms towards greater relative control
and profitability. UK national policies should work in favour of UK going-concerns.
Firms in the UK need to constantly adapt their business models, product offerings,
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processes and service systems in order to stay competitive by delivering higher value
manufacturing. One thing is for sure; emerging countries do not intend to stick with
low value manufacturing for any longer than is absolutely necessary.
Myth 6: To capture value, we must retain all our R&D in the UK
As R&D plays a critical role in the battle for technological leadership, control and
superior performance, it is a common belief that the higher value elements of
manufacturing, which focuses on the innovative R&D activities, should all be kept in
the UK. Clearly this is a naïve view of the world. Even if the UK built a fortress around
its R&D activities, some knowledge would still leak out with the flow of people and
products, while other countries would invest in developing economies, helping them
build their capabilities.
Recent research, supported by AIM, suggests that locating R&D facilities overseas
is beneficial to the R&D exporting country. These investments provide access to
new markets. There are also knowledge spill-overs where co-location enables the
R&D facility to access knowledge in the host country.
Clearly knowledge spills-over imperfectly across national borders as it is often integrated
in local contextual settings. Take, for example, the difficulties that many European firms
had in adopting Japanese manufacturing methods. The fact that knowledge diffusion
and the production of ideas are geographically contextualised will limit the ability of
firms to access and benefit from knowledge residing in foreign countries.
The UK must build international R&D networks in different countries around the globe
to improve the process of knowledge identification and accumulation, and therefore
increase the flow of intellectual capital into the UK. This should, in turn, facilitate
continuous learning and assist UK firms to develop new skills and capabilities, and
achieve resource positions that can support sustainable growth in global markets.
An international R&D network may also help UK firms to decrease the costs
associated with R&D and adapt product offerings to foreign customers’ needs
and demands. This practice could also help alleviate the UK’s perpetual problem
of seemingly never being able to cash in on its innovations. These benefits, along
with the key challenges of internationalisation, are summarised in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: The implications of internationalising R&D
Increased Innovative Capacity
More new resources and know-how
Increased organisation learning
Benefit from the diversity of scientists
Engage in local scientific cooperation
Lower costs of R&D inputs
Benefit from R&D spillovers
Internationalisation

Higher returns to Innovation
Increased Appropriability of Innovation
Lower risk
React to foreign-customers demand
Exploit many markets
Charge premium prices
Obtain strategic complementary assets

Challenges of Internationalisation
Increased risk of knowledge leakage
Difficulty of communication
(frequency, quality, speed)
Increased coordination costs
Lower economies of scale for R&D sites

Source: Adapted from Kafouros, Buckley, Sharp and Wang (2008)

In an era where countries are increasing their participation in foreign markets on a
daily basis, it is not realistic for UK firms to keep all their innovative activities in the
UK. Some researchers suggest that in the modern world the internationalisation of
knowledge is the most crucial source of value creation, and that success hinges on
the ability to participate in a growing array of knowledge flows in order to replenish
a firm’s repository of knowledge.
Therefore, manufacturing firms should be mindful of the importance of coordinating
their innovation strategy with their internationalisation strategy. One particularly
important point is protecting technology from imitators, especially in countries with
weak intellectual property protection regimes. In such cases, UK firms can ensure
that any potential value contribution by technologies developed in emerging countries,
only becomes apparent when combined with complementary resources and
technologies held at their corporate headquarters.
Similarly, technology and innovation policies should encourage and enable UK companies
to access and benefit from the technologies and ideas that other countries develop.
In other words, it is imperative to set the UK’s innovation strategy within a global
context. We cannot opt out of the race for technological leadership and we must
not forget this. We need to continue to invest in innovation and R&D, both in the
UK and overseas. This is particularly important to remember in the light of the recent
economic recession that has forced many firms to emphasise cost reduction, rather
than the development of their technological competencies.
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Myth 7: Manufacturing capabilities can be acquired and developed quickly
There is a myth that manufacturing capabilities (including facilities, people, skills
and operational systems) are easy to build. It’s a myth that also assumes production
resources can be closed and re-opened without any major consequences; because
if needed, they can be easily re-assembled by simply purchasing the right technical
assets and employee skills. In addition, general managers and CEOs have come
to believe that the ability of their firms to compete mainly resides in their R&D
laboratories, and have, therefore, tended to disregard production resources as
a long-term source of economic value, competition and business profitability.
The Resourced Based View (RBV) of the firm, which assumes the root of competitive
advantage within firms lies in their resource endowment, provides a counter argument
to this myth. In particular, RBV holds that the ability to develop sustainable valuecreating strategies is related to the availability of resources that are simultaneously
valuable, rare, inimitable, and non-substitutable (i.e. the so-called VRIN resources).
Although some elements, such as specific technical assets and skilled workers, can be
acquired in the open market, it is not possible to build VRIN manufacturing resources
quickly. Effective delivery of valuable products and services invariably involves the
existence of difficult-to-trade and difficult-to-replicate knowledge assets; namely the
institutional architectures, governance structures and tacit operational practices necessary
to take advantage of firm-specific physical resources. Manufacturing capabilities take
time to build. They need to be understood and embedded within an organisation,
and this is a combination of human, technical, cultural and financial considerations.
Manufacturers should be more conscientious about their capability decisions and
avoid focusing only on short-term performance goals. They also need to consider
carefully which assets, metrics, operations and practices have the greatest potential
to generate profitable growth when the economy recovers.
Lean management is not enough. Experienced operations managers know that
if capacity utilisation is to be optimised, even introducing variations in product mix
and volumes in the short-term is hard to achieve, let alone the rebuilding of whole
facilities and competences.
It is a lesson learnt by many of the firms that experienced the last UK recession,
at the end of the 1980s (the extreme examples being the coal and steel industries).
This time round firms have been more cautious about plant closures, taking steps
to ensure that they remain at least partially operational at all times, if at all possible.
Both management and workers have had to adopt a flexible approach to ensure
firms remain open, ensuring jobs aren’t lost and valuable skills remain in the UK.
For instance, many workers have taken long term periods of unpaid leave, or taken
pay cuts or reduced their hours.
Therefore it is important for companies not to get rid of their manufacturing capabilities
in a knee jerk reaction to economic change. But how then should a firm retain
capabilities when demand is low and ruthless cost-cutting imperatives are afoot?
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One recommendation is for companies to review their supplier contracts, inventory
holding practices, pricing policies and hedging strategies enabling them to better
manage demand and price instability. The key is to maintain flexibility and be able
to scale the output of production plants up and down. Business, academia and
Government should work together to identify gaps in the current manufacturing base
and develop a sector specific roadmap reflecting what is expected in the coming years.
Myth 8: Manufacturing is low skilled
There is a common perception that manufacturing is an unskilled, dirty, unprofessional
and mundane job. This outdated view of UK manufacturing dates back to a time
of labour intensive traditional heavy industry. It’s a myth, of course.
Unfortunately, media coverage has tended to reinforce this negative stereotype
by focusing on factory closures, disputes and job losses, rather than heralding
the successes of manufacturing, such as the creation of new opportunities and
technological innovations, which would portray a much fairer and positive image
of manufacturing.
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Today, the unsafe factories with poor working conditions are a thing of the past.
Even when intensive manual processes are involved, the implementation of various
legislation means that manufacturing workplaces are far safer than before. Modern
manufacturing environments are often vibrant fast moving places that warrant careful
control through the application of scientific principles, new technologies and the latest
management thinking. They are best thought of as complex systems that involve highly
trained people, advanced machines and complex materials working together efficiently
and effectively; something that is challenging and not always easily achievable.
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Whilst it is true to say that the UK has seen a decline in manufacturing employment
in recent years, from approximately 11% in 2005 to approximately 9% in 2009,
(see Figure 6), at the same time the UK has also seen a rise in productivity, as the
output per hour worked has actually increased.
Productivity in manufacturing has risen faster than the economy as a whole (see
Figures 6 and 7). The most likely explanation is that the job losses experienced were
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in the unskilled areas. Staff were replaced with more efficient automation, information
technologies and new working methods; many of which required up-skilling as
manufacturing tasks become more complex.
Such progress is inevitable in a competitive environment. Rather than try to prevent
these advances, they should be embraced, by ensuring an adequate supply of highly
and relevantly skilled people to fill new opportunities. In the UK the result is a highly
educated and skilled workforce. The proportion of highly skilled jobs in manufacturing
is larger and rising faster than it has been in recent years. It is now typical for
manufacturing employees in positions of responsibility to be educated to degree
level, with additional specialised training and appropriate professional qualifications.
Figure 6: Manufacturing Share of Total UK Employment
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Figure 7: UK Labour Productivity (indexed 2005=100, 1995-2008)
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A typical manufacturing manager today is concerned with many different aspects of
the business, from the design of products for ease of manufacture, to the management
of flows of materials and information, both within their business and between their
business and their suppliers and customers.
The interests of manufacturing firms do not necessarily end when the product is
delivered, as an increasing number of firms are offering additional value-added services
throughout the lifecycle of their products. Delivering these additional value added
services means dealing with a new set of challenges for manufacturing managers,
such as configuring international supply chains, assessing and testing new materials
and ways of processing them, using new information technologies more wisely,
and building more flexibility into offerings.
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Employees may work for multiple employers during their working lives, as higher skills
increase mobility. Many of the most successful people will move internationally between
consulting, managing and training roles throughout their career; whilst also maintaining
links with universities in some capacity (e.g. for training or research). This is especially
true for employees in non-traditional areas of manufacturing such as bioscience,
pharmaceuticals, materials and electronics in both large and small organisations.
UK industry, Government and educational institutions need to work together better,
to encourage firms to up-skill, increase worker mobility, transfer knowledge and
prepare for the global economic upturn.
Myth 9: We know what skills we need for the future
If one believes that manufacturing is not changing we can then know what skills we
need for manufacturing in the future. Surely it is just a case of finding someone who
can switch on a machine, perform simple repetitive tasks all day, and then switch the
machine off again before going home? By believing this myth it means that the UK
will have no newly trained people to cope with new business requirements, and the
UK would never develop any highly skilled people to work in manufacturing.
The view that manufacturing is not changing is not true. The manufacturing skills
base is currently in flux. It is neither static nor dominated by low-ability skill sets. As
a result it is difficult to know what skills we need for the future of UK manufacturing.
Research conducted both in firms and the scientific community is constantly
introducing new materials and process technologies that are being adopted by
manufacturers. Hence, there is a constant need to upgrade existing employee skills
and accurately predict future skills requirements; especially hard hit is the supply of
experienced technicians and professional engineers. The current perception amongst
employers is that universities and other institutions are out of touch with the needs
of employers, which has inevitably led to a shortage of highly skilled workers for
manufacturers to draw upon.
Hence, all too often, employers believe the development of generic skills falls to
them. As there is often little alternative viable means for education, it is likely to occur
‘on the job’. This decreases the chance for radical step changes to occur in practice,
as fresh ideas are not brought into organisations from outside.
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In the future, a successful career in manufacturing will likely require somebody to
have skills in areas such as leadership and team building, qualitative and quantitative
problem solving, engineering and IT skills, as well possessing a willingness to explore
and exploit new product or process technologies (e.g. dry cell batteries for
automotives) and have a holistic systems-thinking perspective.
On-going training will be increasingly vital. Training policies need to be more inclusive,
enabling all types of employers and employees, from all walks of life, to be able to
access training. In turn, these requirements need to be passed onto and understood by
educational institutions, professional training institutions and Government departments.
The difficultly lies in predicting exactly what skills will be needed, and the UK would
benefit from more tightly joined-up thinking between industry, universities and
Government in order to deliver the requisite skills far more fervently. The manufacturing
community firmly believes that the UK is good at creating new ideas and knowledge,
but admits that it needs assistance with exploiting them. It is in this cross-over area,
from innovation to revenue generation, where further skills-building initiatives need to
be aimed. Steps in this direction should start with young school leavers, and extend
to all areas of the workforce, including up-skilling the existing workforce towards
professional status.
Myth 10: Government’s primary roles are to procure wisely and bail out
failing companies
The final myth that needs dispelling, concerns the role of Government in supporting
UK manufacturing. In recent years there has been a flurry of white papers and
Government reports – Innovation Reviews (e.g. Innovation Nation), the Sainsbury
Review (The Race to the Top), and the UK’s Manufacturing Strategy. Each of these has
called for the Government to procure more wisely, using its considerable purchasing
power to stimulate innovation and creativity in both manufacturing and services.
Clearly this is a sensible recommendation and one that the UK Government should
pursue, but it is not the only lever at the Government’s disposal. Indeed, recent events
have highlighted another Government intervention – bailing out failing companies.
Clearly, interventions were necessary in the banking sector but one could argue that
sometimes financial support for failing firms simply delays their demise. For example,
perhaps the seeds of car manufacturer Rover’s demise were sown in the 1970s.
We need to move beyond procurement and bail out as the Government’s primary
interventions. Firstly as this report has suggested, we need policies that recognise
the nuanced view of manufacturing, and take into account of the specific needs
of manufacturing industries.
Secondly, Government needs to consider more carefully the UK’s sovereign assets
and capabilities. Recent research, from Harvard professors Gary Pisano and Willy Shih
reveals that decades of outsourcing has led to the US losing its ability to develop the
next generation of high-tech products. Countries need a certain base level of activity
in particular the sectors which contain the ‘country commons’ argue Pisano and Shih.
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These are ‘the collective R&D, engineering, and manufacturing capabilities that
sustain innovation’. Without appropriate country commons firms cannot survive as
there are simply not enough openly available resources for them to access. Just think
about how difficult it would be to set up a domestic manufacturing firm to produce
consumer electronics or semiconductors in the UK.
Thirdly, we need policies that facilitate the emergence of new industries – whether
these are green technologies or plastic electronics.
Often the UK Government focuses on market failures, arguing that it should only
intervene when the market has failed. But recent events show us that markets are
always imperfect. Even those markets held up as exemplars (as the City was for many
years) have their imperfections. Markets can fail dramatically if unchecked, but often
the process that leads to their failure is a cumulative one, consisting of numerous small
decisions and actions that can finally result in dramatic market failure. To assume that
some markets are perfect and need no intervention, whilst others have imperfections
and hence need Government support, is no longer tenable.
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Therein, the Government’s first role is to constantly monitor the economic conditions for
manufacturing in the UK, making small proactive interventions wherever and whenever
necessary, rather than reacting to large obvious market failures with grand gestures.
The Government might do this through procurement, but it can also influence markets
by prioritising spending trends, most notably in R&D investment, training and education.
In summary, the UK needs an integrated approach to ensure that Government
investments support the strengthening of the UK’s country commons. Recent speeches
containing references to industrial activism are a shift in the right direction, but it is not
speeches that are required but action, if UK manufacturing is to have a viable future.
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conclusion
Myths may be considered harmless, but they are not. The myths perpetuated about
UK manufacturing are, potentially, highly damaging to the UK economy. The effects
of such misconceptions go beyond affecting our basic understanding of the UK
manufacturing sector. Instead they shape the way that firms and policymakers,
develop corporate and national strategies for growth. They allow to us to create
firm and Government policy built on erroneous assumptions. In short they threaten
UK international competitiveness and economic prosperity.
We must dispel these myths. Moreover we must develop policies and strategies that
reflect the reality of modern manufacturing in the UK, and not the outdated views of
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the past. Only by escaping the constraints of our limited understanding, building our
innovative capacity, developing a highly educated workforce, and striving to make the
UK a global manufacturing force to be reckoned with once more, will the UK secure
a place among the economic success stories of the next century.
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